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A parameter for subdirectly irreducible modular lattices 
with four generators 
CHRISTIAN HERRMANN 
BIRKHOFF [1; Problem 43] suggested to study modular lattices with four gen-
erators by imposing relations, first—e.g.—the relations expressing that the generators 
split into two complemented pairs. Basing on more special results of D A Y , H E R R -
MANN, and W I L L E [2] and SAUER, SEIBERT, and W I L L E [9] Birkhoff's problem has 
been solved in [6]. Remarkably enough, the subdirectly irreducible factors can be 
given by diagrams (including infinite ones) — these factors are the lattices Mi, 
S(n, 4), R^ and its dual defined in §1. In [7] there have been constructed lattice 
polynomials s„ (and their duals s* — see § 2) such that a subdirectly irreducible 
modular lattice M (with more than 5 elements) is one of the above if and only if 
s„= 1 and j * = 0 holds in M for all n. In the present note we want to provide a 
basis for the study of subdirectly irreducible four generated modular lattices not 
being one of the above. In particular, we show that an inductive approach is possible 
using the polynomials sn. 
T h e o r e m . Let M be a subdirectly irreducible modular lattice with four gen-
erators a, b, c, d not being isomorphic to any of the lattices M4 , S(n, 4) (««*=), 
R„ or its dual. Then there is an n such that either 
(i) s„(a, b, c, d) = 0 = ab = ac = ad = be = bd = cd 
or 
(ii) s*(a, b, c,d) = l=a + b = a + c = a+d= b + c = b + d = c + d. 
Examples of such lattices are the rational projective geometries of finite dimen-
sion ( G E L F A N D and PONOMAREV [ 4 ; § 8 ] ) and, more generally, all subdirectly irre-
ducible modular lattices generated by a frame ([5] and [7]). The use of the s„ in the 
analysis these examples has been pointed out in [7]. Clearly, such lattices can be 
visualized by diagrams in the most trivial cases, only. 
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C o r o l l a r y . The Mt, S(rt, 4) ( n < ~ ) , Rm and its dual are the only subdirectly 
irreducible modular lattices generated by a, b, c, d such that a+b=c+d= 1 and 
ab = cd=0 [6]. Mi and R^ are the only ones for which, in addition, ac=ad=bc=bd—0 
( S A U E R , SEIBERT, and W I L L E [9] ) . is the modular lattice freely generated by the 
partial lattice J* ( D A Y , H E R R M A N N , and W I L L E [2]). 
Also, it follows that the lattices listed in the Corollary are the only four generated 
subdirectly irreducible modular lattices of breadth S 2 (FREESE [3]) or, more gen-
erally, satisfying the 2-distributive law ([6]). 
The proofs do not depend on [2] nor [9]. From [6] we need only § 2 and 3 and 
from [7] § 1 and 5. The basic tool is the neutral element method from [6] — see § 3. 
Figure 1 
Replace at, bt, c,, dit nu, lit r,, 0, 1 respectively 
a) by ô,, f>,, ct, d], nit, Â, r,, Ô, Î , b) by à,, c{, bit <7,, «!,, /,, r,, 0 T, 
c) by à,, J,, b,, ct, rhi, li, r(, 0, 1. ' • 
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§1 . The breadth two models 
First, let us introduce the lattices referred to in the main theorem. M„ is the 
length two lattice with n atoms. Let A„ (cf. Fig. 1) consist of the elements x(i,j) 
O^i ' s / ^oo , x£E~ {a, b, c, d} with the equalities a(i, i)=b(i, i)—c(i, i)=d(i, i')=:mf 
(0=f=°° ) , a(i-1, i)=b(i-\, i)-. li and c[i-1, i)=d{i-\, i)=: r{ ( l=si<°°) and 
no others. The relation S on is defined in the following way (with x^y in E, 
and 
— x(k,l) if and only if k^i and l ^ j , 
\ l ^ i for {x, y) * {a, b), {c, d) 
x(i,j) 55 y(k, I) if and only if | / g . j + 1 ^ fc g . ^ 
This yields a modular lattice order on A„ such that 
x(i,j)+x(k, 1) = x(s, t) with s •= min (i, k), t = min ( j , I) 
x(i, j ) • x{k, T) ~ x(s, t) with 5 = max (i, k), t = max(y, /) 
x(i,j)+y(k,l) = x(i,s) for i si k and s = min (/, fc) 1 
x(i,j)-y(k,l) =x(s,j) for 7 and s = max(/, /) J 
x(i, j) + y(k, I) — x(i, s) for / s k and s = min (k + l,j, I) 
x(i, }) • y{k, 1) = x(s,j) for j ' I and s = max(i, /) 
Put x, — x(i, °o). Then every element of Am has a unique representation 
/¡, rs (1 Xi (0Si<«=), or xi+mn (Osi^n — 2) with a: in is gen-
erated by the x0 (x£E) as one derives from the relations m„=1, mm=0, ln+1 = 
=a„ + bn, rn + 1 = c„+dn, mn+1 = rn+1ln+1, and xH+1=x0mH+1. 
Observe that every proper quotient of A„ contains a prime quotient x(i,j)/x (k, I) 
with l—j and k = i+l or k — i and l—j+1. Moreover, x(i,j)lx(i+\,j) is 
transposed upward to y(k, l)/y(s, t) if and only if x—y, / ' +1=5 = ^ + 1 , and 
j^l—t or {x, y}^ {a, b}, {c, d), k = s, and / + 1 =t = l+1 or, finally, 
{x, >'}€{{«, b}, {c,d}} and l=s = t=i+l=k+l or k = s^i, t^i+2, and / = / + 1 . 
On the other hand x(i,j)/x(i,j+\) is transposed upward to y(k, l)/y(s, t) if and 
only if x=y, k — s^i, l=j, and t=j+l respectively {x, y}d{{a, b}, {c,d}} and 
i=j=l, k = i—]=s, t = i+1 or i=j, k=s^i—2, I = i=t — 1. Thus, every prime 
quotient is projective to one of l / / j and 1 jr1. Let Q consist of all quotients 
x ( f , n)/x(i+1, n) with i even and x = c,d or i odd and x = a,b as well as the 
quotients x(i, n)/x(i, n+1) with n even and x = a,b or n odd and x = c,d and, 
finally, the r,•//•,•+! with i odd and /,•//,-+1 with i even. Then 1 //, is in Q and Q 
describes a minimal congruence 6. Let R^ be; the homomorphic image AJO. Its 
operation table can be derived easily from that of Am. (Actually, R„ is the lattice 
else. 
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FM(J*) from [2] where its diagram is given.) Let cp be defined as 0 interchanging 
"odd" with "even". By symmetry, AJ<p is isomorphic to Rm. The intersection 
6C\(p is the identity and every proper congruence of Am contains B ox (p. Thus, Rm 
is subdirectly irreducible. Since Am/Q\/<p is the simple lattice Mi there are no•• other 
homomorphic images of A x . 
The section [mn, 1] of A^ is called A„. It is generated by the x(0, n) (x in E). 
The restrictions of the congruences 0 and (p to A„ yield a subdirect decomposition 
into two isomorphic simple factors called S(n, 4) — use the same arguments as 
above! Clearly, S(n, 4) is isomorphic to the section [[m„]9, 1] of Rm. 
§ 2. Some lattice polynomials 
We have to recall some definitions and results from [7]. Let F be the modular 
lattice with 0 and 1 freely generated by four elements a=e1, b—e2, c = e3, d—e4. 
Write E= {a, b, c, d} and n = { l , ...,«}. Put q^a+bXc+d), q2 = (a + c)(b + d), 
q3=(a+d)(b + c). Let x>-^xl=x(aqh bq„ cqt, dq^) denote the endomorphism of 
F with 1 >~*qh 0 ' — a n d e>-+eqi for e£E. Define by induction 
s 0 = l , s ^ a + b + c + d, s.+i = Z ( s i l ' € 3 ) 
/„ = 1, t1 = (a + b+c)(a + b+d)(a+c+d)(b + c + d), fn+1 = Z(ti\i£3). 
Let be the dual of x. Then 1.1, 1.3, 1.2, and 5.1 of [7] yield 
L e m m a 2.1. For n s O and ( V j in 3 one has 
(1) q,tjj = q) and (x')J' = (xJ)' for all x in F. 
(2) s„+1 = s^+si and tn+1 = ti, + tJn for n ^ l . 
(3) = SI and ?,/n+1 = C 
(4) s* =:; s n + 1 g /„ ^ s„ and ef ^ s„ for all m and e ^ f in E. 
(5) qi(et+ek) = qie, + qiek for k ^ / in 4 with |{t, i + 1 , k, /}| = 3. 
L e m m a 2.2. tx, s2, and t2 are neutral elements of F. For /Vj in 3 and e 
in E one has s2qi+s2qj=s2 and et2 = et2qi+et2qj. 
L e m m a 2.3. Let u be s„ or t„ 1), i in 3, and e,f g distinct elements of E. 
Then the sublattices generated by e,f+g,u and e, q{, u and e, f , u, respectively, 
are distributive. Moreover 
qf(a + u, b + u, c + u, d + u) = <¡>¡ + 1/ and u(a + u,b + u,c + u,d + u) = «, 
qt(au, bu, cu, du) = q^t and u(au, bu, cu, du) = u. 
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P r o o f . For anything follows by neutrality (Lemma 2,2). The distributivity 
of ( e , / + g , ¿i) and (e ,q , , u ) a n d - u = u ( a + u, b + u, c+u, d + u): have been shown 
in [7; 5.3]. Thus, e + h,f+g, u is distributive, too. Assuming 1 we have 
(e + h)u +(f + g)u =eu +(f + g)u = u. We prove the remaining claims by induction. 
For /1^2 we get by 2.1 and the inductive hypothesis asn+l + bs„+1^a2s2 + b2s% + 
+ a3s3+b3s3 = (a2 + b2)s2 + (a3+b3)sl = (a + b)q2sn+1 + (a3+b3)s3 = (a + b)sn+1(q2 + 
+ (a3 + fo3)s»). Now q2+(a3 + b3)ssn^q2 + ^2 + q3ls3„^q2 + s3n^sn + 1 by 2.1 (2) whence 
asn+1 + bs„+1=(a + b)sn+1. By symmetry, es„+1+fs„ + l=(e+f)s„+1 for all e^f in 
E. Thus, (esn+1 + hs„+1)(fsn+1 + gsn + 1)=(e + h)(f+g)sn+1. 
By the inductive hypothesis we have (q2s„)1=(q2(as„, bs„, csn,dsn)y = ((as„ + 
+ cs„) (bs„ + dsn)Y = (a1 + c1 sj) (b1 s] + d1 si) = (qias„+1 + qlcsn+ L) (qt bs„+1 + qY dsn+1) = 
= cil(asn+1, bsn+1, csn+1,dsn+1)^qi(asn+1, bs„+1, csn+1, rfsn+1) using 2.1 (3) and (1). 
Similarly, (q 3 s j 1 ̂ qi(asn+1, bsn+l, csn + 1, dsn + 0 whence sn + x = sj = (q2s„ + q3sj1 = 
= ( l i S„Y+(<7a s„)' ^ (as„+1, bsn+1,cs„+1,dsn+1) by 2.1 (2) and (3). The converse inclu-
sion holds due to monotony. By symmetry we get qisn+1 = qi(asn+1, bsn+1,csn+1,dsn+1) 
for all ¿63. Finally, with the inductive hypothesis and 2.1 (3) it follows 
sn+i(asn+i5 bsn+1, cs„+1, dsn+i) = 2 sn(as/i+i> bs,I+1, cs„ + 1 , ds„+1) = 
= 2 s„(qiasn+1, <iibsn+1, qiCsn+1, qidsn+1) = 2 s„(a'si, b's),, c's'n,d's'n) = 
= 2 s „ ( a s n , bsn, csn,dsny = 2 s i = sn+1-
For t„ the proof is quite analogous. 
C o r o l l a r y 2.4. Let u and v be any of the s„, tn (« = 0) such that u^v. Then 
u(au + v, bu + v, cu+v, du + v) = u, v(au + v, bu+v, cu+v, du+v) = v, and qj(au+ 
+ v, bu+v, cu + v, du+v)=qju + v for j in 3. 
Define by induction q0i= 1 and q„ + lt=qi{aqni, bqni, cqni, dqj. Write = 
and g°ix=x. 
L e m m a 2.5. g"l=qni, and g"e = eqni for i in 3 and e in E. 
P r o o f . The first claim is 1.5 in [7]. The other follows by induction on n: Q"+1e= 
= Qlqiie = QlquQle = Ql+i^eqni = eq^iti. 
§ 3. The neutral element method revisited 
An element of a modular lattice M is neutral, if for all a and b in M the sub-
lattice generated by u, a, and b is distributive. Then the map x<—-(ux, u+x) yields 
a subdirect representation of M. In [6] we proved 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3.1. Let u be an element of a modular lattice M. Let S be a lattice 
and a. an order preserving map of S in M such that x>-+u+<x;t preserves meets and 
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x>—wxx preserves joins. Moreover, let M be generated by the union of all intervals 
[wax, ax] and [wax, u] with x in S. Then u is a neutral element of M. 
Here, we need a more sophisticated version. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3.2. Let M be a finitely generated subdirectly irreducible modular 
lattice and u„ ( n S 0) a descending chain of elements of M. Let S be a lattice and y 
a meet homomorphism of S into M such that M is generated by the image of y. Assume 
that for all x and y in S and n S 0 there is an m^n with umyx+umyy = umy(x+y). 
Then either M is a homomorphic image of S or there is an n such that u„ is the smallest 
element of M. 
P r o o f . Let 3 d e n o t e the lattice of all filters on M with partial order 
dual to set inclusion. Then ¿F(M) is a dually algebraic lattice having M as a sub-
lattice. Write JJ for the meets in & (M). In particular, let u=J] un be the filter 
generated by the un (w^O). Let M' be the sublattice generated by M and u. By 
lower continuity and the hypothesis we have for any x, y in S: uyx+uyy=JJ u„yx+ 
+ nu*yy = n ("nyx+w„yy) = U u„y(x+y) = uy(x+y)^u(yx+yy). Thus, x^uyx 
is a join homomorphism of S into M' and the sublattice generated by u, yx, and 
yy is distributive for all x, y in S. Consequently, (u+yx)(u+yy) = u+yxyy=u+yxy 
and Prop. 3.1 applies to conclude that u is neutral in M'. 
Therefore, the map x>—(ux, u+x) yields a subdirect representation of M'. 
M being subdirectly irreducible the induced subdirect representation of M has to 
be trivial, i.e. one of the maps x>—ux (x£M) and x>—u+x (x£Af) has to be an 
embedding. In the first case we get x=ux i.e. x^u for all x in M. Then, x>-+uyx= 
=yx is a homomorphism of S onto M. 
In the second case we have x—u+x i.e. xfew for all x in M. Then, u^0M, 
the smallest element of M. Since 0M is the smallest element of !F(M), too, it follows 
w—0M. The filter u being generated by the descending chain un («SO) there has 
to be an n such that u„=0M. 
§ 4. Proof of the Theorem 
Let M be as in the Theorem. The Lemma in [6] states that either 
(i') ab — ac = ad = be = bd = cd = / Z f a n i ^ t f J " 
or the dual of (i') takes place. Thus, let us assume (i'). For any map e of {a0,b0,c0, d0} 
onto {a, b, c, d) we define a map y=y" of A„ into M recursively: 
ym0 = 1 
yln+i - sa0ymn+eb0ymn, yrn+1 = ec0yma+ed0ymn ' . 
y(»"«+i+*a) = ex0+yln+1 for x = a,b, y (m n + 1 +x 0 ) = ex 0 +yr n + 1 for x = c, d, 
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and for 1 S i ^ n — 1 
y(mn+1+Xi) = y(mn+1+x0)y(mn+xi); ym„+1 = yl„+1yr„+1; 
yxk = ex0ymn for x = a, b, c,d; ymm = 0. 
Claim 1. yl is a meet homomorphism of A„ into M. 
P r o o f . In section 2 of [6] it has been shown that ye restricted to A„ is a meet 
homomorphism for every n. Due to (i') and the definition of yE the claim follows, 
immediately. 
Proposition 3.2 will be applied with L being a subdirect product of three copies 
of Am. We use the notation x—x for elements in the first, a,=fl;, 
m—m, for elements in the second, and a ; = a , , ¿ i=c, , c~dh di=bx, mi=mi for 
elements in the third copy — see Fig. 1. In analogy, we write y=yc with se0=e, 
y=yc with ee0—e, and y=y' with se0=e for e£E. Observe (by induction) that 
Wn = qn2 = :«n> and ym„ = q„s=:qn. Define X={(0 ,0 ,0 )}UU 
U([K". mv mk), 0 , 1, 1)]U{(^, es, ek)\e£E))\i,j, k«*>). 
Claim 2. L is the sublattice of AmXAmXA„ generated by the elements 
e=(e0,e0, e0) with e£E. 
P r o o f . Component wise calculation yields the sublattice property, easily. We 
show by induction on i that the union of the intervals [(mh ], 1), (1, 1, 1)] and 
[e„ e0](e£E) belongs to the sublattice 5 generated by the e. Namely, with g = (mi, 1,1) 
we have (w,+i, 1, 1) = (ag+bg)(eg+dg) in S whence (ej + mi+1, 1, 1) for jsi 
and (e i + 1 , 1, l )=(e 0 , 1, l ) (m i + 1 , 1, 1) are in S, too. Using symmetry and forming 
meets we get that S contains L. Trivially one obtains 
Claim 3. y(x, y, z) = ^xyyyz defines a meet homomorphism of L into M with 
ye=e,y(mi,mi,mk) = qiqjqk, and y(e:, ej, e^) = eqiqjqk. 
For m^O define the map am: L-+M by amx=smyx. For n^O define 
S„ = [(m„,mn,m„), (1, 1, l)]U{(e (, ey, ek)\e£E, i,j, k < n}. 
Claim 4. Sn is a join subsemilattice of L and ffm|S„ a join homomorphism if 
m>-3«. 
P r o o f . Let us write 1=(1, 1, 1). Observe that for i=n — 1 and e^f in E 
(eh e„ ¿ri) + (/i,/i,/i)s(/M„, m„, m„). Since {(ef, e,-, 4)1',7, A:<«}=t(e„_1, en_x,gn_p, 
(e0, e0, e„)] and [{m„, mn, m„), 1] are intervals this suffices to prove that S„ is closed 
under joins. 
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The second claim will be shown by induction on n. The modular lattice identities 
(a)—(f) we refer to shall be proved at the end of the section. The case n = 0 is trivial. 
Let be and assume that <rm|5'„_1 "is a join homomorphism. 
Step 1. am\[(ln, 1, 1), 1] and am\[(r„, 1, 1), 1] preserve joins. Since [(/„, 1, 1), 1] 
is the union of [(#&„_l5 1, 1), 1], {(/„, 1, 1)}, and the chains [(éa_2+mn, 1, 1), (é0 + 
+m„, 1,1)] (e = a,b) it suffices to show (Tm(d„_2,1, l )+ffm(£„_2 ,1 . l j ^ i m , - ! , 1,1)] 
i.e. 
(a) aq n—2 » bqn-2 ^ J f f l *7 O — 1 
and am(êi, 1, l) + am(mn_ly 1, l)=am(ei+m„^1, 1, 1), i.e. 
(b) smeqi + smq„„1 = sm(e+fq„-Jq, for {e,f}={a,b} and i S n - 2 . 
(We have 9(ê i+th„_1) = ^(ê0 + mn^1)fm i since y is a meet homomorphism.) The 
second claim follows by symmetry. 
Step 2. <rm\[(mn, 1, 1), 1] is a join homomorphism. Since [(w„, 1, 1), 1] is the -
union of [(/„, 1, 1), 1], [(fn, 1, 1), 1] and {(m„, 1, 1)} and because of (/„, 1, 1) + 
+(r„, l , l ) = ( w „ _ 1 , l , l ) i t suffices to show<Tm(/„,l, \)+crm(r„, l , \ )=o m {m„_ 1 , \ , 1), i.e. 
(c) sm(aqn^ + bq„--d + sm(cqn-x + dqn_d = sm9„_!. 
Step 3. <rm\[(mn,m„,mn), 1] is a join homomorphism. By symmetry, the restric-
tion of <jm to any of [(/«„, 1, 1), 1], [(1, mn, 1), 1], and [(1, 1, mn), 1] is a join homo-
morphism. In view of 
(0 smq„+smq„ = sm and smqn+smq„q„ = sm 
the am (m„, 1, 1), <7m(l ,m„, 1), and a m ( l , 1, mn) are dually independent in [0, s j . 
oJK'",,, mn, mn), 1] being the product of the above three restrictions it is a join 
homomorphism, too. 
Step 4. ffm|{(é,, ëj, ëk)\i, j, k<n} is a join homomosphism for e£E. This 
means for i,j, k, r, s, t~zn, u=min ( i , r), r=min( ; ' , s), w=min(fc, t) 
(d) smeqiqJqk+smeqrqsq, = smequqvqw. 
Step 5. <Tm|S„ is a join homomorphism. Since Sn is the union of the intervals 
[(m„, m„, mn), 1] and [(é,, êi5 è,), (ê0,ë0,ë0)] (i = n — 1, eÇ£) it suffices to check 
ë„ ëi) + a m ( / , f t , f d ^ a m [ m n , mn, mn), i.e. 
(e) s^qiqiqi + s^qiMi = smqnq„q„ for i = n-1, e ^ f in E 
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and <7m(ei,eJ,gk) + am(mn,mn,mn) = <jJei + mn,eJ + mn,ek+m„) for i,j, k<n and 
e in E. Due to symmetry and Step 3 the latter is satisfied if am(et, en, en)+ 
+ a j m „ , mn , m n )=a m {e i +rh n , m„, m„), i.e. 
(f) smeqiq„qn + smqnqnq„ = sm(eJrfqn_x)qiqnqn for i < n and {e,f} = {a,b}. 
Now, we are ready to prove the Theorem. Observe that Mt and R ^ are the 
only subdirectly irreducible homomorphic images of L. Namely, L is a subdirect 
product of six copies of R m having M4 as its only proper homomorphic image. 
Thus, the subdirectly irreducible lattice M cannot be a homomorphic image of L. 
Due to Claims 3 and 4 we may apply Proposition 3.2 and conclude that there is an 
n such that s„—a„l = 0 . 
To prove the Corollary observe that induction yields .?„ = 1 and J * = 0 for 
all n and all lattices listed there. Namely, <7i=1 whence by Lemma 2.1 
= For the additional results recall that according to A . H U H N [8] in 
a 2-distributive lattice frames may have order at most 2. In view of Corollary 1.4 
and 2.1, 3.2, and 3.3 f rom [7] this implies that i „=s B + 1 for and t„=sn for 
« S 3 . Thus, by Lemma 2.2 the only subdirectly irreducibles with s„=0 for an n 
may be Z>2 and Ms. 
Before we come to the proof of the formulas (a)—(f) we need a Lemma. 
L e m m a 4.1. For all m^n and 3 one has smqni=g"sm_„. Also, e, qni, 
and sm generate a distributive sublattice for all e in E. 
P r o o f . By induction on n. For n = 1 this is Lemma 2.1 (3) and 2.3. For n > 1 
one has by 2.5 smqn~smqiqn~Qism^1Qiqn_1A = QiQl-1sm.n= £?sm_„. Show 
eni(e+sk) = qni(e + sk+n) for all k. Indeed Qni+1(.e+sk) = Q? Qi(e+sk) = Qni(qie + 
by the hypothesis, and 2.5. Thus, eqni+smqn( = Qle+Q^sm_n = e1(e+sm.„) = qni(e+sm) 
and the distributivity follows. 
P r o o f of (a). smaql-1+smbql„1 = Q[-1(asm_l+1 + bsm..l+1)==elr1(a + b)sm-l+^ 
^e li~1qism-i+i—%sm f ° r l = m + 1 by 2.5 and 4.1, 2.3 and 2.5, and 4.1 again. 
P r o o f of (c). By 2.3 one has sk(a + b)+sk(c+d)=sk for fc^l. (c) follows 
immediately applying the homomorphism Q"'1 in the case k=m — n +1 and 
appealing to 2.5 and 4.1. 
P r o o f of (b). By 4.1 one has ska+skqj—sk(a+qj) for k ^ j . Apply the 
homomorphism q[ in the case j=l — i and k=m — i (for to obtain 
smaqt+sm4i=smqi+qt) = smq{(a+qt). Now a+q^a + i a + b q , ^ ( c q , = 
=(a + bql-1)(a + cql_1+dql-1) by modularity and a + c+d^t1^sm_e+1 whence 
a + cql^1+dq,.1^sm (applying q'c1) and smaq( + smq1^smqi(a + q1_1). Due to 
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smqnqiqi^smqnq„qn and the following Lemma (e) may be obtained f r o m the for-
mula proved under (a) (with / — l = / = n — 1 and m=»3n—2/=»/) by application 
of the homomorphism Q3. 
L e m m a 4.2. Q^qni=qm}qni for all i ^ j inland m,n^0. 
P r o o f . We show Qjqni = qjq„i by induction over n: Qjqn+i,i = QjQiq„i = 
=QiQjq»i=<?,•(qjqnd=e,qjQiqni=q>qjqn+i,i=ijqn+i,i by 2.1 ( i ) and 2.5. Now we 
induce over m : ef+1qni = 6j Qjqni = 6j (qjm q j = 6j qmjQjqni = +1, j qmj <7„; = +1, ¡q„i • 
Next, observe that (f) and (d) are consequences of the following formula 
(g) qjgkSme + q,sm^q}qksm(e + ^ l) for j + k + l^m and e in E. 
Namely, for (f) put j=k = l=n, multiply both sides with qiqnq„ and observe a + 
6^1-1) as proved under (b). 
For (d) assume w.l.o.g. j=s, k^t, and i^r = I and multiply both sides of (g) 
with eqtqsqt. 
In the proof of (g) assume w.l.o.g. e=a. Fisst, we show that qx, ash, and q3sh 
distribute for / i s 3 : By 2.1 and 2.3 we have q1sha + q1q3sh = (sh^1a + q3sh-d1 = 
=(sh_! (a + q3)Y = (sh _ 1 (a + b + c) (a + d))1 = (sh _ x (a + d))1 = sh (qx a + qx d) = sh qx (a (c + 
+d) + d)=shq1(a + d)^q1(sha + s„q3). 
Now, Qi(sh a-\-skq^) — + S ( , + j f o r h = 2 follows by induction: 
<?i+1 (sha+shq3)=Ql1e1 (sha + shq3) = Ql1(qlsh+1a + q1sh+1q3) = e[q1(sh+1a + sh+1q3) = 
= e[qiQli(sh+1a + sh+1q3)= ql+ltlqtl(sh+1+la + sh+1+lq3) = ql+1^(sh+l+1a + sh+l+1q3) 
using 2.1 and 2.5. Thus, for h — l^2 qn, sha, and shq3 distribute: qnsha + qnshq3 = 
=Gl1sh_la + Ql1sh-lq3=el1(sh-1a + sh-1q3) = qll(sha + shq3) by 4.1 and 4.2. 
. Induction on j + k yields Q{(sha + shqll) = qj2qk3(ash+j+k + qllsh+J+k) 
for h>l: eiQl(sha + shqll) = QJ2eks'1Q3(sha + shqll) = QJ2Qk3-1(aq3sh+1 + q:iqllsh+1) = 
= Qi63~ ̂ ("Sh+i+qiish+i) = eie3 '^QiQa ~ \ash+ 1+qnsh+1)=qj2 qk3(ash+j+k+ qnsh+j+k) 
assuming fc>0 w.l.o.g. (since e{e&=Q3Qi by 2.1 (1)), and using 2.3 and 4.2. 
Finally, we get q j q k s m a + q l s m ^ q J q k s m a + q j q k q l s m = Q i Q l s m _ j . k a + Q i e 3 q l s m _ j _ k = 
= QieUasm-j-k+qlsm_j_k)=qjqk(asm+qlsJ=qjqksm(a+ql) applying the above, 
4.2 and 4.1. 
Finally, to prove (i) we show by induction on m: 
( j) SmQj+SmMi = sm for j + k + l^m. 
The cases m s l , j—0, or k=l=0 being trivial, let 1, k^l. Then 
smqJ + smqkqi=smqj + smq1qkql+smqjq1 + smqkql = §(sm-1qJ-1+sm_1qkq,)+ 
+ e(sm-1qJ + sm-1qk.1q,) = QSm_1+Qsm^1 = sm. 
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